Data Sheet

Automated Tax Collection With Recurly

For subscription businesses, compliance with applicable taxation
rules and regulations is an increasingly complex undertaking. To
ensure accuracy and efficiency, automated, streamlined solutions are
necessary to determine taxability and to calculate taxes correctly on
subscribers’ purchases. The location of the business, its subscribers and
its employees, along with the type of product being sold all impact tax
compliance mandates.
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Recurly offers three options to meet different
levels of tax-collection requirements. Each of
these integrated options provide:
Automated tax calculations
Ensures efficient and accurate tax
collection
Up-to-date rates, managed by the tax

Businesses with an international customer base or those seeking to expand
globally need additional features and functionality to manage the added
complexity of international tax rules.

solution vendor
No custom tables to keep updated
Quick and easy access to tax data
Via exports or tailored reports
Invoice-level compliance and support
for international tax taws
Including the laws governing digital
services
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Recurly offers three integrated tax options to meet
your needs:
Recurly Taxes powered by Avalara
Get started using Recurly Taxes powered by Avalara. This choice is
recommended for subscription businesses that are just getting started and
only need support for a few tax regions. Ensure accuracy and efficiency with
tax rates managed by Avalara.

Avalara AvaTax for advanced tax support
Choose Avalara AvaTax for more advanced features and functionality
including automated filing. This option requires a separate contract with
Avalara. Recommended for subscription businesses with customers in North
America and the European Union.

Vertex for advanced international tax support
Connect your Vertex O Series or Vertex Cloud account for the most
advanced tax support with the broadest coverage area. A separate contract
with Vertex is required. Recommended for businesses with a large, global
subscriber base in multiple locations in North America, the European Union,
and beyond.
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Options Overview

Pricing

Recurly Taxes Powered by Avalara

Avalara AvaTax

Vertex

Included in all Recurly plans

Included in all Recurly plans

Included in Recurly Enterprise

Separate contract with Avalara

Separate contract with Vertex

Sales Tax, VAT, and GST
US / Canada / EU

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other Countries / Territories

Selected countries (See list of 16 countries)

Yes, over 240 countries

Yes, over 240 countries

Product Taxability Rules

Basic

Advanced

Advanced

Tax Reporting

Raw data via exports

Reports and exports specific
to tax reporting

Reports and exports specific
to tax reporting

Automated Filing

No

Yes

Yes

Tax Compliance Specialists

No

Yes

Yes

Exemption Certification
Management

Basic

Advanced

Advanced
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Additional Tax Compliance Support
Tax compliance goes beyond merely calculating the tax amount and can
include validating customer information and certain rules related to the
invoice’s content. For example, many countries require that the business
provide invoices in the subscriber’s local language. Recurly’s hosted invoice
and email templates both support localization.

Recurly provides the following support for
required tax registration numbers:
European Union
• Validation of VAT number through the
European Commission’s VIES API
• Customer VAT number invoice display
• Customizable VAT Reverse Charge Notes

Additionally, if a business subscriber has a tax registration number, some
countries require that the merchant validate and present the number on the
invoice with a reverse charge note. B2C subscription businesses may be
required to confirm the subscriber’s location before applying a tax rate. See
Recurly’s support for these invoice-compliance requirements to the right.

Tax Registration Number Validation
Many countries have intercountry reverse charge rules which exempt
business customers from tax as they will account for these taxes on their
tax return. Where a reverse charge rule exists, it will include requirements
related to collecting, validating, and displaying the business customer’s tax
registration number.

on the invoice
Australia
• Validation of ABN through the Australian
Business Register's API
• Customer ABN / ACN invoice display
New Zealand
• Basic format validation of GST number
• Customer GST number invoice display
Russia
• Basic format validation of SRN/SRNIE
• Customer SRN/SRNIE invoice display
Other Countries
• Customer VAT number invoice display
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Location Validation
Many countries now have intercountry taxes on digital services. In addition to
tax collection mandates, they may require that you validate the subscriber’s
location by verifying two pieces of location evidence. Recurly provides this
location validation for the European Union, Australia, and New Zealand.
To learn more about these tax solutions and which options will best fit
your needs, talk to a Recurly expert at (844) 732-8759.

CONTACT SALES

Recurly provides enterprise-class subscription management for thousands
of businesses worldwide.
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